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For the nine year, we organize the MAHAL (Ma for Morocco Hal
for Halal). This edition will be held in Essaouira from 24 to 25 of
Marsh 2022.

In every edition, MAHALExpo contributes to the development of
the sector. This international exhibition entirely dedicated to
export which will bring all the halal food and no food actors
together under one roof, from manufacturing process and
ingredients right through to the finished product.

The launching of this business event has been motivated by the
major official decisions taken during the halal labeling conference
at the the last “France-Maghreb convention” 2011 under the
High Patronage of His Majesty The King Mohamed VI.

Halal Africa is now a reality. Our Partner Halal Côte d’Ivoire, and
the creation of the Professionnal Exporters Association of Halal In
Africa are the main event in Mahal Expo 2022.

Create	a	major	event	for	the	halal sector



It will be the theme of the edition 2022 of Mahal exhibition Essaouira, from 24 till 25 of Marsh at the 
Hôtel des Iles – in the center of Essaouira, front of the beach. 

Africa is the second market of Halal in the world after Asia. Near 500 millions Muslims and more of 
consumers from another religions are interested by the halal food and no food. Morocco, Côte 
d’Ivoire, Senegal, Algeria, Tunisia… just as much destination and starting point, those countrys 
have considerable assets for the setting-up of logistic zones dedicated to the halal export. 

Africa has especially a variety of products and to know how to make culinary, cosmetic, and craft
world-famous. Mahal Exhibition 2022 will gather the main actors of the economy halal around
exhibition, meeting of affairs, conferences, and workshops of demonstration, tasting, and exchange 
of experiences.

Mahal	Expo	2022	in	Essaouira :	Halal,	Organic	and	the	service	to	Consumers	



Mahal Expo 2022 will organize the Meeting of International Standardization & Traceability. In
the last editions more than six Halal Standardization had take part in the MahalExpo: SMIIC –
Mosquée de Lyon – AVS – IMANOR – European Halal Certification – Halal Côte d’Ivoire…

Pioneered countries like will atended to feed back their halal labeling experience during the
exhibition conferences in order to highlight the necessity to set up an official labeling and
certification organization.

African halal labeling as well as concerned institutions are attended to communicate and
debate about the current governmental directives but also to share their different backgrounds
regarding halal issues with all the foreign participants.

The	labeling	and	Traceability		:	the	key	of	export



- An estimated worldwide population of 1,6 billion Muslims, not forget their
friends, tourists from another cultures. In Africa more than 500 million Muslim
consumers share with the whole continent their attachment in products halal.

- A 1500 billion $ turnover in food and 3000 billion $ included islamic finance.

- A extraordinary growth rate reaching 10% per year (5% for bio market)

Mahal Expo answers the needs of a worldwide market which significant key figures
are the sign of an opportunity to seize. More than ever is the halal sector attractive
for the professionals who want to raise their business activity.

A	booming	market!



)

Develop	business	partnerships	with	African	actors

The Kingdom of Morocco is today an economical hub which sits at
a crossroads between Europe, Africa and Middle East offering
major opportunities for local and foreign companies to meet
business partners and develop their export activity, particularly in
the halal food industry.

This strategic position is the reason why the Expo Halal
International organization committee designated Morocco as the
most appropriate place to launch such an international exhibition.

In partnership with African Halal Labeling, the Network of Halal
African Hub will be built by the participant of 2017 Mahal Expo.

The African Association of Halal Exporters (APEHA) will be the
best way for créating the african network with other partners in
the rest of the world.



Mahal Expo will be organized in Essaouira from 24 to 25 Marsh
in partnership with Halal Côte d’Ivoire and other partners.

As a result of a PPP (Public-Private Partnership), Mahal Expo will
be organized in this city which:
- Historical city of diversity
- Located at the crossroads of many regions
- Is served by the Mogador Airport ,
- Is the location of many cooperatives food and cosmetic
- Essaouira also welcomes every year many International

events

The	choice	of	Essaouira

Pourquoi Expo Halal International?



An	ambitious	launching!

Professional and international food exhibition dedicated to the halal industry
In Africa :
- A fully exhaustive food, cosmetics, and multi specialist product offering
- A range of dedicated services for professionals (finance, insurance…)
- A program of conferences to provide visitors with the appropriate keys to enter the halal market successfully and also
to debate about its main current issues as labeling
- The place to discover the Moroccan halal and other labels offer and its innovations as well as the international new
trends of the sector

We target the professionals which are:
1) Decision makers    
2) Looking for new suppliers or business partnerships
3) Traders
4) Retailers
5) Institutionals
6) Food and ingredients manufacturers
7) Farmers 
8) Catering
9) Services

Visitors	profile



Conferences
- Innovation and market regulations drive the food industry and cosmetic
more than ever. The Consumers will be focused by all the conferences of
Mahal Expo 2022.

- Expo Halal International proposes a program of targeted conferences
focused on the major challenges faced by the global halal industry.

- As one of the underlying Expo Halal International theme, innovations and
trends will be present at exhibition conferences and on exhibitors’ stands as
well as the labeling issue which is the reason to be of the exhibition.

- Participants will share their opinions and debate about the different process
and solutions that Moroccan government should establish in the next few
years in order to facilitate its halal industry to access the international
marketplace.

- Expo Halal International is also the event chosen by the major Moroccan
professionals to form their official “Halal Club” in order to strengthen the
weight of his business sector which highly needs to be structured.



Innovative aproch of Consumers, and innovative products 
that are particularly successful in their domestic markets 
will be rewarded with a Mahal Expo Awards:

- International halal labels

- International BtoB initiatives

- Traceability systems

- Marketing, distribution and other management process 
for halal development
Halal products and services
- (…)

- Please send your propositions for the Awards to 
greensoluce@gmail.com

Mahal Expo	Awards
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Plan MAHALEXPO ESSAOUIRA
www.mahalexpo.com

24 et 25 Mars 2022
Essaouira 



Partners	of	the	past	editions	of	Expo	Halal	International		

Ministère	de	l’Agriculture	et	de	la	Pêche	Maritime
Ministère	des	affaires	Générales	et	de	la	Gouvernance
Ministère	e	l’Industrie,	du	Commerce	..
Ministre	Penang	Malaisie
Club	Halal	Bruxelles	Europe	–	Awex
ASMEX
Office	National	sécurité	sanitaire	et	alimentaire
ODECO
ARGMIL	Grande	Mosquée	de	lyon
Conseil	régional	de	Meknès	Tafilalet
Centre	régional	d’investissement	de	Meknès	Tafilalet
Commune	de	Meknès
Agence	développement	agricole
Direction	filières	de	production
Chambre	d’agricultureMeknès	Tafilalet
MEDZ	CDG	AGROPOLIS
Koutoubia	Holding
OMPIC
IMANOR
Moulins	Bassatine
AJP
ALEMANI
AGRO	NAFISS
ITQANE
MAROC	TASWIQ
PATIS

Argane	Namskroud	Coopérative
Institut	franca̧is	du	Charolais
FREXINET
Maroc	Export
Crédit	agricole	du	Maroc
Cluster	des	Oasis	du	Sahara
Halal	Quality	Control
Hala	Balancing
ICD	(	fIliale	banque	Islamique	de	développement)
AMAL	Entreprises
IDARA
BMCE
Belgian	sweets	&	Chocolates
Volvo
Halal	Vérif
AVS
Night	Orient
Belvas
Purethic
Belvas
BELOURTHE	S.A.
ETS	GUY	Magermans	&	CO
M.M.	Gatelier	sprl
Melsens	PSPRL/Ovogenics
Cluster	Menara
Etablissement	autonome	de	contrôle	et	de	coordination	des	exportations



- 18	sqm fitted	or	bare	stand
- Your	logo	on	every	official	Expo	Halal	International	
communication	media*
- A	dedicated	time	during	a	plenary	conference
- 6	invitations	to	the	conferences	
- 6	invitations	to	the	official	Expo	Halal	International	cocktail	
and	diner
-The	complete	data	base	of	the	exhibition	at	your	disposition

Included:
-2	rooms	/	3	nights	/	breakfast	in	a	4*	hotel
*Website,	e-banners,	visitor badges,	catalogue…

Sponsor	pack	- 30	000	DIRHAMS	HT	



- A	6	sqm bare	or	fitted	stand	(for	additional	
space,	please	contact	us)

- Your	logo	on	the	official	Expo	Halal	International	
communication	media*	

- 2	invitations	to	the	official	Expo	Halal	
International	cocktail	and	diner

- The	complete	data	base	of	the	exhibition	and	
the	documentation	of	the	conferences	at	your	
disposition

Included	

- 3	nights	/	breakfast	for	1	person

*Website,	e-banners,	visitor badges,	catalogue…

Exhibitor	pack	– 10	000	DIRHAMS	HT	



/	3	nuitées	avec	petit	déjeuner.

Organisation	contact	:	Mohamed	El	ouahdoudi

MCC	- 40,	boulevard	d’Anfa 20	000	CASABLANCA

Téléphone:	+212	6	64	78	69	87
contact@mahalexpo.com
www.mahalexpo.com

Your contact	on	MAHAL	Expo	


